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1. INTRODUCTION 
The object of this paper is to locate the zeros of functions which can be 
put into the form 
I ’ rj( t) cos zt dt, ZEC. 0 
This problem has been considered in a number of papers by Polya [6], 
de Bruijn [l], and Newman [S]. The result in which we are particularly 
interested states simply that if 4 is positive, integrable, and increasing on 
[0, l] then the zeros are all real (Polya and Szegii [7, III, 2051). 
We shall show that in certain cases the result remains valid when the 
requirement of integrability is relaxed: this requires some elementary results 
from the theory of distributions. Specifically we show that for b ~0, and 
O-cc< 1, the zeros of 
-f(z) = 1: {sinh(b( 1 - t))}‘-2 cos zt dt 
are real. 
The method uses the argument principle to count the number of zeros in 
a given region using asymptotic estimates for the Gauss hypergeometric 
function due to G. N. Watson [lo]: see also Luke [4, Chap. 71. The proof 
is completed by counting the sign changes off on the real axis. 
A particular case of our results is that the Mellin transform 
M(O,)(s) = IO- x”*- ‘O,(x) dx, s=-+itEc, ; 
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where 
e,(s)= (1 +x2)-‘/4 
1 
(1 +x2)2 
(1 ++x’)(l+4x2) 1 ’ 
has zeros only when t is real, (a more general result is Corollary 3.3 below). 
The interest of M(8,) lies in the representation of the theta function 
as a doubly infinite product 
l9(x)=(l +x2)- ‘I4 lim 0,(x)= (1 +x*))~‘~ liri= yN 
N-cc fi qm,n(x)r m.n=l 
where 
and 
(see Walker [9], for details), coupled with the well-known representation 
of Riemann’s zeta function as the Mellin transform of 8 (see [8] for some 
summability aspects of this representation). 
In the remainder of the paper, Section 2 shows how the functions 
involved can be written in terms of hypergeometric functions. Section 3 
then makes use of asymptotic expansions to locate zeros in specific regions 
of the complex plane and Section 4 combines these results with a count of 
zeros on the real axis to establish that all zeros are real. 
Finally we mention two other instances where known functions of the 
form 
I ’ d(f) cos zt dt 0 
with increasing 4 can be looked at froh the viewpoint of the present paper: 
(i) i‘,’ (cosqt)ae’cosztdl= XI-(@) 
2”r((n+z+ 1)/2)T((cr+z- 1)/2)’ 
see [3, 3.631 (S)]; the integral is absolutely convergent for CI > 0, but the 
right-hand side has real zeros for any real a, and 
(ii) s : 
J;; Qu) (1 - t2)“-’ cm zf dr=2(iz)1-c~,21 J~-(I,z)(z), 
where J, is Bessel’s function of order v = c1- 4. 
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A result of Hurwitz (see [ 11, Section 15.25, 271) says that J,(z) has only 
real zeros for v > - 1 (but not for v < - l), so that the integral has only 
real zeros for ~12 - t, which gives an extension beyond the region of 
absolute convergence (a > 0), but shows that we cannot go too far, or the 
result may fail. 
2. SOME HYPERGEOMETRIC FUNCTIONS 
As described in the introductory paragraph, we wish to locate the zeros 
of certain integrals which arise in the following way. We are first interested 
in 
M(B,)(s) = joz x~‘~-‘O,(X) dx 
s 
30 x5/2 (1+x2)* dx 
= 0 (1 +x2)“4(1 +$x2)(1 +4x2)X’ 
We shall write 
(1 +x2J2 4 1+x2 1 +x2 
(1 ++x2)(1+4x2)=5 ( 4+x2+ 1 +4x2 1 
so that 
With this in mind we consider more generally the integral 
s 00 x2‘,s 1+x2 dx 0 (1 +x*)‘.1>’ 
where r, c are in (0, 1) and the integral is absolutely convergent for 
0 < Re s < 1. This integral is equal to 
1 CC 
20 s 
xC’-l(l +x)‘-” (1 +r2x)-l dx (put x for x2) 
,~,-~1(,_,)~(1~.)~1(,_(,_r2)u)~1du 24 - Putx=l-u 
> 
1 z(cs)T(c(l -s)) =- 
2 T(c) 
I;( 1, cs; c; 1 - r2), 
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using the standard integral representation for the Gauss hypergeometric 
function 
F(a, 6; c; 2) 
UC) ’=r(b) qc-6) s tb-l(l-t)‘-bP1 (1 -zt))“dt:O<Reb<Rec. (1) 0 
Similarly 
5 
m  x2cs 1 +x2 dx -- 
0 (l+x2)‘r2+xZ x 
m x241 -s) 1 + x2 dx 
= 
s 
~- 
0 (l+xZ)“l+r2X2 x 
(puttforx) 
=f. T(cs) T(c(l -s)) 
2 f(c) 
F(1, c(1 -s); c; 1 -rq, as above. 
It follows that if we define 
‘3s) =G,: r(s) = jam ( 1 r’:‘z,< -+- 
which converges absolutely for 0 < Re s < 1, then 
cs;c;l-r2)+F(l,c(l-s);c;l-r2)) 
and this expression gives the extension of G as a function which is analytic 
in @ except for the poles of f(cs) T(c( 1 - s)). 
In particular, M(@,)(s) = fG,,4, 1,2(s). We thus have 
THEOREM 1. For r, c E (0, 1) and 0 < Re s < 1, define 
Gc,r(s)=~om ,,:‘,&$$2+$$}$~ 
Then 
cs;c;l-r2)+F(l,c(l-s);c;l-r2)} 
1 T(cs) Z(c(1 -s)) 
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1 
We,)(s) = J G1,4, ,/As) 
1 I+) r(+(l -S)) 1 1 15 9 = 
z m 
s.c;i”-d, 1;i,8, -E 
> 
. 
Proof This has all been proved above except for the statements about 
3F,, which are proved as follows. We write 
Wd=\om ,l~2;23$2+$3$ 
and obtain successively 
1 + r2 
=z 0 r s 
co x2’.’ 
(1+x2)< 
+ f (-l)qom (l~;2)c{yy;i’*” 
k=O X 
=$Z,(-l)k(F) 
2k I-(k + cs) T(k + c( 1 -S)) 
r(2k + c) 
(1+r2)f(c~)IJc(1-~)) m 
=- 
2r2 T(c) 
1 tcs)ktctl - s))k 
k=O (C)2k (-(?)‘) 
1 + r2 T(U) f(c( 1 -s)) 
UC) I 
cs,c(l-r),l;;c,;(c+l); - , 
as required. 
3. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSIONS 
Our aim in this section is to prove the following asymptotic estimates for 
the hypergeometric functions considered in the previous paragraph. 
THEOREM 2. Let H(s) = F(l, cs; c; x) + F(l, c(1 - s); c; x) where 
409/130/2-10 
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x, c E (0, 1). Then H(i + it) = - 2T(c)(cx/(l - x))‘-’ yCj2 
x [t’-‘sin{c(tlogy-n/2))+O((tl-“y”’””)], where y=(l-x)-l and 
the estimate holds uniformly for Re t > 0 as 1 t( -+ co. 
COROLLARY 2.1. H(+ + it) = -2r(c)(cx/(l - x))lpC f/2t1-c 
x sin{c(tlogy-?r/2)}(1 +O((tl-‘)) uniformlyfor Ret>0 when ItI =rn= 
n/log y($ + (n + i)/c), n = 1, 2, 3, . . . . and n -+ 00. 
COROLLARY 2.2. For suffuciently large n, H(t + it) has n + 1 zeros in the 
semicircular region 
{t: (tl <rn, Re t>O}. 
For the proof of Theorem 2 we need the following estimates for 
hypergeometric functions of large parameter: see Luke [4, pp. 235-2421. 
PROPOSITION 1. For a, 6, c, A E C, 0 < x < 1, the following estimates hold 
uniformly as (AI --) co, ]Arg 21 <n - 6, 6 > 0. 
(a) F(a, b + A; c; x) = 
and 
(b) F(a, b - 1; c; x) = r(a)ya) {nwx)ra (1 + WI4 -‘)I 
+r(c-a)(Axe-i”)“p’ 
Proof These are simply Eqs. (23) and (24) of Luke [4, p. 2411; notice 
that when z = x is real and positive, both sectors P and Q referred to 
reduce to [Arg I( <n - 6. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let P, denote, as above, the domain 
{z: ]Arg zI <n--B}. (For the purpose of this proof the value of 6 
is irrelevant; for instance S = 7r/4 will do.) Similarly let P, = 
{z: IArg( 1 - z)l < rc - S}. For s E P, we can use Proposition l(a), with a = 1, 
b = 0, 1= cs, to write 
1-c 
F(l,cs;c;x)=Z-(c) s’-C(l+o(Js(-l))+ g (1 + O(lsl~‘)). 
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Similarly, if s E P2 then 1 - s E P, and we use the same expression to get 
F(l,c(l-s);c;x)=f(c) 5 ( > 
I-c 
(1 -s)l--( 
+ cx;l-Ts) (1 + at4 -‘)). 
If s E P, n P2 we can combine these results and put y = (1 - X) -I, to get 
H(s) = F( 1, cs; c; x) + F( 1, c( 1 - s); c; x) 
=f(c) e ( 1 
1-C 
(s’-‘y’“(1 + o(ys~ -‘)) 
We now put s = 4 + it and suppose in addition that Re t 2 0, so that for 
s~P~nP,wehavet~D={t:Ret>O, JArg(t+4)1<7r--6}.Wethenwrite 
the principal terms as 
(~+it)l-“y’(l/2+ir)+(f_~f)l-~yr(1/2-ir) 
=f”((;+jt)‘-” y”“+(~-jt)‘-‘y-““}, 
in which we put 
and similarly, 
Putting these results together we have 
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which is the required result when t E D. 
When t $ D, we can suppose, for instance, that s$ P, and so 
IArg(1 -s)l a~-6. Then we use Proposition l(b) with b=O, 
1= - c( 1 - s), and obtain 
F(l,c(l-s);c;s)= 1-c (l+(l.s-‘)) 
cx(1 -s) 
+T(c) -E- 
( > 
I-c 
l-x 
(-(l-s)e-‘“)‘-’ 
of which we require only the rough estimate that the right-hand side is 
O(~s~-l)+O(~s~‘-‘~-‘R’~); note that there is no absolute value in the 
exponent of y here. It follows that when we combine this with our previous 
estimate for F( 1, cs; c; x), the exponential term (y’“) in the latter is 
dominant, so that the same estimate is valid in this case and theorem is 
proved. 
Corollary 2.1 is immediate on observing that sin c(t log y - 7c/2) is boun- 
ded away from zero on the semicircle I tl = rn. 
The proof of Corollary 2.2 uses the argument principle as follows. Let C 
denote the semicircular path given by Cl : (tl = r,, Re t 3 0, together with 
the interval [ ir,, -jr,] of the imaginary axis. We shall suppose n chosen 
large enough so that the order term in Corollary 2.1 is less than unity, and 
so does not affect the winding number of the image of C about zero under 
the mapping H. 
Consider first the effect of the mapping S(t) = sin{c(t log y - 7r/2)} on 
C,. The image of C1 under S begins in the third quadrant at S( -ir,) and 
encircles the origin in the positive sense $n times (assuming n is even) by 
the time t = r,, on the real axis is reached, and then a further in times, to 
finish at S(ir,) in the second quadrant. (A similar argument holds when n is 
odd.) 
The effect of multiplying by the factor t’-< is to stretch the image so that 
it begins and ends on the negative real axis, thus completing a further cir- 
cuit of the origin. The initial negative sign in Corollary 2.1 then puts the 
initial and final points on the positive real axis and we refer to 
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Corollary 3.1 (proved, of course, independently of the present section) to 
show that the curve remains on the positive real axis when t is purely 
imaginary, which completes the proof of Corollary 2.2. 
4. ZEROS ON THE REAL AXIS 
In this section we express the function H(s) considered in Sections 2 and 
3 as an integral of the form 
i ’ d(t) cos zt dt. 0 
We use this representation to show that the zeros of H($ + it) found in 
Corollary 2.2 lie on the real axis. The results are as follows: 
THEOREM 3. Let H, c, y be as in Theorem 2. Then 
H = f:mh ii=?; j1 cos(2bctu){ sinh b( 
0 
where b = 4 log y, and the integral is interpreted as . - 
1 - u)~~~* du, (21 
the value of the dis- 
tribution equal to {sinh b( 1 - u)}” on (0, l), evaluated on the test 
function u + cos(2bctu). 
COROLLARY 3.1. For 0 < c c 1, H(s) is real and positive when s is real. 
COROLLARY 3.2. H(i+ it) has (at least) one zero in (0, n/4bc) and (at 
least) one zero in each interval of the form 
(k-1)~ (k++)n 
-*--zG-- 2bc 
k = 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
COROLLARY 3.3. (i) All the zeros of H(t + it) are real. 
(ii) For O< c < 1, 24 > 0, s=i+itE@, all the zeros of 
3 F2(cs, c( 1 - s), 1; fc, f(c + 1); - u) are real; in particular, all the zeros of 
M(0,)(;+ it) are real. 
Note. In the limiting case when c = 1, H($ + it) reduces to a constant 
multiple of cos(2bt). 
Proof of Theorem 3. We temporarily suspend the requirement that 
CE (0, 1) and instead regard it as a complex parameter, at present 
unrestricted; recall that F(a, b; c; z) is an analytic function of c on @ except 
for simple poles at c = 0, - 1, - 2, . . . . 
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We again use the integral representation (1) for F(‘(a, b; c; z) which we 
now write as F(1,cs;c;x)=(c-1)~~(1-t)c~2(1-xt)-”dr, where the 
integral is absolutely convergent only when Re c > 1. From this we obtain 
H(s) = F( 1, cs; c; x) + q 1, c( 1 -s); c; x) 
=(C-l)~l(l-I)~-~{(l-Xf)~~+(l-x~)-~(~-~)}df, 
0 
in which we make the substitutions x = 1 - r2, 1 - xt = r”‘, 0 < u < 1. This 
gives 
or 
=2(c-1)10g(11r) ’ (y2u_y2)~-2Zyu(2-cc)(r--2iuct+y2iucI)~u 
(1 -r’)‘-’ s 0 
=2(cp1)10g(11r)r’-2 ’ (ru~I_rl~u)c-2(r-2iuct+r2iu~r)~u 
(1 -r’)‘-l I 0 
‘Vc-l)b l sinh<-2 
= r(2 sinh b)‘~ ’ I 
b( 1 - u)(2 cos 2bctu) du 
0 
with b = log( l/r) = 4 log y, as stated, when Re c > 1. 
For the extension to the case when Re c > 0 we refer to the facts (a) that 
H(s) = F( 1, cs; c; x) + F( 1, c( 1 -3); c; x) is analytic in c for Re c > 0, and 
(b) that the right-hand side regarded in the distributional sense is also a 
meromorphic function of c ([2, Chap. 1, Section 3.11, for instance), and 
Theorem 3 follows. 
Proof of Corollary 3.1. We begin by regularizing the integral (2) (com- 
pare Gel’fand [2, Chap. 1, Section 31, to get 
s 1 cos(2bctu) sinh’-‘b( 1 - U) du 
0 
’ = 5 [cos(2bctu) - cos(2bct)l sinh’-‘b( 1 - U) du 
0 
+ cos(2bct) ji sinh’~ ‘b( 1 - U) du, (3) 
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where the first integral is now absolutely convergent, and we have to inter- 
pret the second integral suitably. With this in mind, put 
s 
1 
sinh”P2b(1--)dr= 
0 s 
1 
sinhCP2bt dt =A 
0 s 
b 
bo 
sinhc-2t dt 
t+‘[l + t’&t)] dt, 
where 
is analytic in a neighborhood of [0, b], and negative on [0, b], so that the 
integral is equal to 
tcp2 dt + 
;[z+job t%j(t)dt], 
at least when Re c > 1. But now both terms are analytic for Re c > 0 except 
for a pole at c = 1 which gives the required extension to c > 0; also both are 
negative for 0 < c < 1. 
It follows that if s is real or t is purely imaginary, t = ib say, then in (3) 
we have on the right-hand side 
I ’ [cosh(2bcbu) - cosh(2bc/?)] sinhcP2b( 1 - U) du 0 
+ cosh(2bcfi) ji sinh’-‘b( 1 - U) du 
and all terms are negative. Hence (2) shows that H(s) is positive for real s 
when 0 -CC < 1 as required. 
Proof of Corollary 3.2. We write g(t) for the integral in (2), 
g(t)= j; cos(2bctu) sinhCe2b( 1 -u) du. 
We have just shown that g(0) < 0, and we intend to show that 
(-uk g(t/c)<O, where Ix=%, k= 1, 2, 3, . . . . 
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from which Corollary 3.2 is immediate. To prove this, notice that 
cos(2bct,) = 0, so that g( t,J = Jh cos((k-$)rrU)sinhC-2b(l-u)du and the 
integral is absolutely convergent since c > 0. Hence at once g(tl) > 0, and if 
k is odd and 2 3, 
+Iz:j,,}cos(k--t)nusinh’-‘b(l--u)du 
k-l 
=a,+ 1 (-l)‘a,, 
,=I 
Since cos(k- 4) KU has the sign of (- 1)’ on Z,, each a, >O; since also 
sinhc-2 b( 1 - U) is increasing on [0, 11, each a, < a,, , , and it follows that 
g(tk) > 0 for odd k. A similar argument shows that g(tk) < 0 for even k, and 
the result is proved. 
Proof of Corollary 3.3. We combine Corollary 3.2, with Corollary 2.2: 
the latter locates k zeros of H(f+ it) in the interval [0, rk], and since 
tk<rk-r<tk+r, there are no other zeros for Ret>O, Itldrk-l. Part (ii) 
is simply a restatement of (i) and the proof is complete. 
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